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1 What is a Blended Threat?

A Blended Threat is an attempt to compromise information security that uses multiple vectors. Blended Threat email messages are typically crafted so that they appear to be from a trusted sender. They contain links to a website hosting malicious code, or attempting to entice the user into providing personal information. Blended Threat emails are sometimes targeted to a specific individual or individuals.

2 What is the Blended Threat Module?

The Trustwave SEG Blended Threat Module uses a number of validation methods, including real-time behavioral analysis and content inspection as well as information from a number of industry standard sources, to identify and block sites that serve suspicious or malicious code.

Because validation is performed in real time by a cloud service when a link is clicked, it provides superior effectiveness in catching and neutralizing new exploits for all users on any device from any location.

3 How Does the BTM Work?

The BTM functions as follows:

1. SEG scans email messages and rewrites URL links before delivering the email.
2. Clicking a link invokes the Trustwave Link Validator cloud service.
3. The Link Validator passes the URL to one or more validation services.
4. Depending on the results of validation, the Link Validator redirects the request to the original site, or blocks the request, as described below.
4 How Do I Enable the BTM?

The BTM is implemented as a Rule Action in SEG.

4.1 SEG Cloud

Customers who have purchased the Advanced Protection package see this Package in the Customer Console. The Package contains a single rule, which is enabled by default. The customer can choose to bypass scanning for some users, as described later in this document.

4.2 SEG Premises

SEG Premises requires Web access from the Array Manager server. The required URLs are:

- https://mailmarshal.licensing.marshal.com (used to validate licensing for this feature)
- https://stats.scanmail.trustwave.com (used to retrieve information about URL rewriting activity from the cloud service)
SEG includes a default Policy Group (Blended Threats), and a Rule to enable the BTM. This rule is disabled by default because the BTM is separately licensed. To use the rule, simply enable it and then commit configuration. Customers who have not licensed this feature will not be able to enable this rule.

**Note:** SEG Premises installations that were upgraded from version 6.9 or below do not include this default rule. The customer must create a rule using the action **Rewrite URLs in the message for Blended Threat Scanning**. This rule should be placed after anti-virus and spam blocking rules.

5 What URLs Does the BTM Rewrite and Check?

The BTM attempts to rewrite any link or text in the body of an email message that might be clickable when the user reads the message. In HTML message bodies, the link location (href) is rewritten. In both HTML and plain text message bodies, text URLs are rewritten.

The BTM does not rewrite links in attached files such as PDF or Office documents. The BTM does rewrite links in attached email messages.

Links that may be rewritten include text that “looks like” a URL either with or without the protocol part like http:// as well as IPv4 and IPv6 addresses and obfuscated links.

In SEG Premises only, the BTM also rewrites text links in the message subject.

The BTM does not rewrite URLs of the customer’s local domains (domains used for inbound email delivery), or private network IP addresses.
For full technical details of the types of links that are rewritten and excluded from rewriting, see Trustwave Knowledge Base article Q14548.

6 What Do End Users See?

When a user opens a message, if the message is displayed in plain text all links will be visibly altered. HTML messages will not be visibly altered, but hovering over a link shows the rewritten URL.

The URL of the Link Validator cloud service accessed by the email clients is: 
http://scanmail.trustwave.com/

When the user clicks a link, the URL is passed to the Trustwave Link Validator for evaluation. An information page displays briefly.
When a result is available it is reported.

If the result is “safe”, the user is automatically redirected to the original URL.

If the result is “unsafe”, a block page displays. In some cases a link with more specific information about the block source is included.

If the validator cannot check the URL, the user will be informed and will be offered the opportunity to click through to the site without validation.

This could occur if

- the BTM license of the customer company that originally rewrote the URL is expired
- the validator encounters an error accessing the site
7 Can I Bypass the BTM for Some Users or URLs?

You can configure BTM to not rewrite some URLs, or not rewrite content for some users.

**Caution**: Trustwave strongly recommends you do not bypass rewriting if at all possible. “Trusted” sites and “busy executive” users are among the highest risks for Blended Threats.

7.1 SEG Cloud

To bypass BTM rewriting, configure User Matching on the Blended Threats Scanner Rule. You can choose to bypass rewriting for messages that are addressed to certain internal users, or from certain external addresses. For testing purposes only, you can choose only to rewrite messages addressed to, or from, specific addresses.

For more information about User Matching, see Help for this page of the Customer Console.
7.2 SEG Premises
To bypass BTM rewriting, you can add User Matching conditions to the Rewrite URLs for Blended Threat Scanning Rule.
You can also exclude specific domains from rewriting. In the SEG Configurator, navigate to Trustwave SEG Properties > Blended Threats.
8 What Reporting on BTM is Available?

Statistics of URLs rewritten, "safe" clicks, and "unsafe" clicks display on the SEG Premises Console Dashboard and the SEG Cloud Customer Console Dashboard.
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